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ACROSS
Soft medic treated weak travel agent 
operating locally (8,6)

1

Help dog with no lead attached (5)10
Overcome one base not normally within 
range (4,5)

11

Vent, one put in for contaminated coolant 
(7)

12

Worthless starter from Minnesota, an 
infielder (7)

13

It's stocked with fish, as we say, regularly (3)14
Go past fellow leaving chapel, part of a large 
church (6)

15

Dismiss a lawyer in the US part of the world 
(6)

16

A number inside felt tense about bug (6)19
Played music in a confined space (6)21
Check soldier once (3)25
Suspect that is taking publication in (7)27
Area set aside to grow fruit or vegetable (7)29
Popular right is backed by a republic in Asia 
(9)

30

Start of the religious ceremony is repeated 
too often (5)

31

Savage doctor misused precedent completely 
(7-3-4)

32

DOWN
Persistent botanist replanted eucalypts at the 
front (9)

2

Guards beheaded those given admittance (7)3
Violent pangs of suffering - the mothers 
worked ignoring them (6)

4

Taxi reversing into shack arranged partial 
refund (8)

5

Mediator is against ending mounting trouble 
(7)

6

Grand part of house is ready (5)7
Male, acting in character, is a special person 
(3,3)

8

Conditionally release play without every 
second part (6)

9

Eternal punishment upset mad people (9)17
Part of the Bible printed in colour is 
withdrawn (8)

18

The shaved Private could be leaner (7)20
Jerk closing case represented recluse? (7)22
Party satisfies people with little intelligence 
(6)

23

Deal with roach for one checking in (6)24
Point raised at end of page so far (2,4)26
Rescheduled downloads not affected by slow 
equipment attached to a computer (3-2)

28


